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Abstract 
Over-harvesting of natural resources frequently occurred with growing population and industrial 
development in early modern Japan. The forest environment around mountainous villages was often 
drastically changed by over-logging. In the Akiyama region, trans-boundary area between Shinano 
province (present Nagano Prefecture) and Echigo province (present Niigata Prefecture), the forest 
faced a serious crisis in the 18th century when the forest was almost clear-cut by people living in and 
around the village.  
At that crisis, people living in the Akiyama region tried to create new subsistence by using various and 
congesting forest resources. They started to use hardwoods for wood crafts that they had not been used. 
In addition, they reduced logging pressure of external people by various methods; such as taking 
advantage of the sutakayama custom—breading hawk chicks in a protected forest as a gift for the 
Tokugawa shogun—and taking legal action against them.  
While external people, who logged all trees, regarded the nature as logging resources for their 
consumption, while people living in the village treated major forest changes as a serious issue, since 
they intended to use forest not only as a logging resource but also for hunting, as a gathering place and 
as a source of various forest ecosystem services. They intended to eliminate external pressure on the 
forests by using feudal-lord authority and thus succeed to sustain fundamental nature environment. I 
conclude that nature conservation activities ultimately depend on goodwill of the native people.  
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